
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

WHILE YOU STILL 
Make A Few Practice Swings 

 

Go through your ‘555 Pre Shot Routine’ that shall get all your components or parts properly 

‘Set-Up For Success’. Being a dedicated ‘555 Golf’ member, you know how to accomplish that 

… getting ready to perform at your highest level. Done it many times, right? 

 

You have your ‘Three Targets’ clearly identified. 

 

Your ‘Mental Ball Flight Image’ has been loaded into your brain’s ‘Flight Plan’. You are a 

prepared high-performance, ‘Confident, Comfortable and Consistent’ golfing machine! 

 

This being a reality, stepped a foot or so back from the ball (‘To The Body or Foot Line Side’) 

and make couple prepared for ‘Big Free-Flowing’, ‘Completed Top Of Back Swing’ (“&”), 

‘Seeing a small distinct spot on the grass’ (‘Ocular Acuity’), ‘Brace Toe Pressure’ that activates 

the ‘Brace Leg Drive’ and critical ‘Pivot Pressure’, ‘THROUGH’ and not AT’, fully loaded 

Delivered & Released’, ‘Breathing Out’ ‘Practice Swing’. Strive for ‘Smoothly Delivered Speed’ 

and not so much for ‘Power’. This is your ‘Dress Rehearsal. Curtain is not yet up!  

 

The 16 ounce club is a formidable ‘Leverage Weapon’ with a lot of mechanical advantage. 

Giving that 1.5 ounce ‘Little White Ball’ a whack does not require a gorilla jock! 

 

Curtain up!  

 

“While you still have that ‘Perfect Practice Swing Feel’” freshly loaded into your 

mental computer, walk into your ‘Impact Fix’ position, match the club line to the ball line and 

critical ‘Intermediate Target’, nice big deep breath, look through your ‘Three Targets’ ‘Down & 

Up The Line’. Create and confirm the procedure image! Then look ‘Down The Line’ one more 

time. ‘Big Breath In and Out’, now, smoothly ‘Trigger Your Take-Away’. 

 

You know ‘The Rest Of The Story!’  

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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